Connective Tissue Growth Factor–Mediated Upregulation of Neuromedin U Expression in Trabecular Meshwork Cells and its Role in Homeostasis of Aqueous Humor Outflow
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Purpose. Connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) is a matricellular protein presumed to be involved in the pathobiology of various fibrotic diseases, including glaucoma. We investigated the effects of Rho GTPase-dependent actin cytoskeletal integrity on CTGF expression and CTGF-induced changes in gene expression profile in human trabecular meshwork (HTM) cells.

Methods. CTGF levels were quantified by immunoblotting and ELISA. CTGF-induced changes in gene expression, actin cytoskeleton, myosin light chain (MLC) phosphorylation, and extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins were evaluated in trabecular meshwork (TM) cells by cDNA microarray, q-PCR, fluorescence microscopy, and immunoblot analyses. The effects of neuromedin U (NMU) on aqueous humor (AH) outflow were determined in enucleated porcine eyes.

Results. Expression of a constitutively active form of RhoA (RhoAV14), activation of Rho GTPase by bacterial toxin, or inhibition of Rho kinase by Y-27632 in HTM cells led to significant but contrasting changes in CTGF protein levels that were detectable in cell lysates and cell culture medium. Stimulation of HTM cells with CTGF for 24 hours induced actin stress fiber formation, and increased MLC phosphorylation, fibronectin, and laminin levels, and NMU expression. NMU independently induced actin stress fibers and MLC phosphorylation in TM cells, and decreased AH outflow facility in perfused porcine eyes.

Conclusions. These data revealed that CTGF influences ECM synthesis, actin cytoskeletal dynamics, and contractile properties in TM cells, and that the expression of CTGF is regulated closely by Rho GTPase. Moreover, NMU, whose expression is induced in response to CTGF partially mimics the effects of CTGF on actomyosin organization in TM cells, and decreases AH outflow facility, revealing a potentially important role for this neuropeptide in the homeostasis of AH drainage. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2012;53:4952–4962) DOI:10.1167/iovs.12-9681
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Primary open angle glaucoma (POAG) often is described as a chronic and progressive multifactorial optic neuropathy caused by an increased resistance to aqueous humor (AH) drainage through the trabecular meshwork (TM) and Schlemm’s canal (SC).1–5 Abnormal resistance to AH drainage leads to an elevated intraocular pressure (IOP), which is a primary risk factor of POAG.3 Overproduction and deposition of extracellular matrix (ECM) in the TM and juxtacanalicular tissue (JCT) is implicated as a causative factor leading to increased resistance to AH drainage through the conventional drainage pathway.1,5 The synthesis and turnover of ECM is regulated by physiologic factors, transforming growth factor (TGF)-beta, cytokines, connective tissue growth factor (CTGF), dexamethasone, mechanical stress, cytoskeletal integrity, and the activity of matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteases (TIMPs).4–7 Further, degradation of ECM by MMPs has been demonstrated to increase AH outflow facility, confirming the direct involvement of ECM in homeostasis of AH drainage.8 Similarly, actin cytoskeletal integrity and myosin II-based contractile tension are thought to influence ECM production and turnover in the TM cells, and AH drainage.9,10 Collectively, these different observations warrant a need for identification of different factors and mechanisms regulating the ECM production, its assembly and turnover in the AH outflow pathway, and etiology of glaucoma.

CTGF (CCN2), a member of the CCN family of proteins, is a cysteine-rich secretory matricellular protein that has a critical role in cell migration, adhesion, proliferation, and matrix production.11–13 Importantly, since CTGF expression is induced potently by TGF-beta, it is presumed that CTGF mediates several of the downstream actions of TGF-beta.13,14 CTGF is characterized as a profibrotic cytokine similar to TGF-beta and both are recognized to have key roles in a variety of fibrotic disorders,11,13 and elevations in aqueous humor CTGF levels have been reported in certain types of glaucoma.15 Other factors, such as Gremlin and BMP7, which influence AH outflow facility and IOP possibly via modulating ECM production, are reported to affect the regulation of CTGF expression in TM cells.7,16–17 Additionally, mechanical stretch, actin cytoskeletal integrity of TM cells, and increased IOP all have been reported to influence the expression of TGF-beta, CTGF, and ECM proteins, suggesting the existence of molecular interaction between mechanical stress, cytoskeletal integrity, CTGF expression, ECM, and AH outflow.6,7,9,18–20

To obtain insight into the cellular mechanisms that link contractile tension and regulation of CTGF expression and outflow facility, we investigated the role of Rho GTPase and Rho kinase activity-mediated effects of actomyosin-based...
contractile tension on CTGF expression in human trabecular meshwork (HTM) cells. Our study revealed the significance of Rho/Rho kinase-mediated control of actomyosin-based cytoskeletal integrity in the regulation of CTGF expression in TM cells. Additionally, our study identified neuromedin U (NMU) as one of the critical downstream effectors of CTGF in mediating changes in actomyosin-based contractile properties and AH outflow facility.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents

Collagenase type IV (Worthington Biochemical Corp., Lakewood, NJ), RNasey Mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), Advantage RT-for-PCR kit and Advantage cDNA PCR kit (BD Biosciences Clontech, Palo Alto, CA), iQSYBR Green supermix kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Philadelphia, PA), and cell culture media and fetal bovine serum (Gibco-BRL, Gaithersburg, MD) were procured from the respective commercial sources. Tetramethyl rhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC)—conjugated phalloidin and FITC-conjugated phalloidin were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Rabbit anti-fibronectin and laminin antibodies were generous gifts from Harold P. Erickson (Department of Cell Biology, Duke University, Durham, NC). Polyclonal phosho-MLC antibody (Catalog # 3671S) and polyclonal MLC antibody (Catalog # 3672S) were from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA). Enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) plus detection reagents were from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech (Piscataway, NJ). Protease inhibitor cocktail tablets (complete, Mini, EDTA-free) and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail tablets (Phosphostop) were from Roche (Basel, Switzerland), and Y27632 was from Calbiochem (Gibbstown, NJ). The Human CTGF ELISA Kit was from Peprotech (Rocky Hill, NJ), porcine NMU was from AnaSpec (Catalog # 23045; Fremont, CA) and human recombinant CTGF was from Cell Sciences (Catalog # CRC022B; Canton, MA). CTGF rabbit polyclonal antibody (Catalog # ab6992) was from Abcam (Cambridge, MA) and cell permeable protein-based Rho GTPase Activator (CN03) was from Cytoskeleton, Inc. (Denver, CO).

Cell Culture

Human primary TM cells were cultured from fresh corneal rings donated by the Duke Ophthalmology Clinical Service. Extracted TM tissue was chopped finely in fetal bovine serum, placed under a glass coverslip in six-well plastic culture plates, and cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) containing 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and penicillin (100 U/500 mL)-streptomycin (100 µg/500 mL)-glutamine (4 mM) at 37°C under 5% CO2. After TM cells had proliferated and reached confluence, they were subcultured and passaged between 3–6 cycles were reached, confluence was assessed by trypan blue exclusion. Media were collected and centrifuged at 15,000 x g/30 minutes, and separated by SDS-PAGE using 12.5% or 8% gels for protein separation. TM cell cultures were passaged between 3–6 cycles were used for all experiments. TM cells from freshly enucleated porcine eyes (obtained from the local slaughterhouse) were isolated and cultured as described previously using collagenase type IV.

Immunoblotting

Total cellular protein was extracted from treated and control confluent cells with or without respective treatment. Treatments always were performed using serum starved TM cells and the duration of serum starvation for each experiment is detailed in the respective section. Media were collected and centrifuged at 3000 revolutions per minute (rpm) for 15 minutes at 4°C to remove cellular debris. Supernatant was concentrated by centrifugation at 4°C under 5% CO2. After TM cells had proliferated and reached confluence, they were subcultured and grown in DMEM media containing 10% FBS and penicillin-streptomycin-glutamine. TM cell cultures passaged between 3–6 cycles were used for all experiments. TM cells from freshly enucleated porcine eyes (obtained from the local slaughterhouse) were isolated and cultured as described previously using collagenase type IV.

ELISA

CTGF levels in the conditioned cell culture media were determined using the Human CTGF ELISA Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Equal amounts of total protein from conditioned media were analyzed in triplicate. CTGF protein levels were estimated using a CTGF protein standard-based calibration curve. Results were analyzed for significance using Student’s t-test.

Actin Filament Staining

Cells plated on glass coverslips coated with 2% gelatin were cultured to 90% confluence before being exposed to any drug treatment in serum-free media. Cells then were washed twice with 1x PBS, fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 15 minutes at room temperature, permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 for 15 minutes, and blocked with serum buffer containing 10% FBS. Following this, the cells were incubated with TRITC or FITC-phalloidin for 30 minutes at room temperature as described previously. Finally, coverslips were washed and mounted onto glass slides with Aqua Mount (Lerner Laboratories, Pittsburgh, PA), and observed under a Nikon confocal system (C1 Digital Eclipse; Nikon, Melville, NY).

Adenoviral-Mediated Gene Transduction

Replication-defective recombinant adenoviral vectors encoding either GFP alone or constitutively active RhoA (RhoA-V14 mutant; provided by Patrick Casey, Department of Pharmacology and Cancer Biology, Duke University School of Medicine) were used in this study. The viral vectors were amplified and transfected as we described previously. HTM cells derived from passage 3 (P3) of 53-, 45-, and 54-year-old patients, grown either on gelatin-coated glass coverslips or plastic Petri plates, were infected with adenoviral vectors at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of approximately 50. After confirming an adequate transfection rate (~80%, as evaluated based on GFP fluorescence during the 24–36-hour period following transfection), cells were serum starved for 24 hours for use in subsequent experiments.

Bacterial Toxin-Stimulated Activation of Rho GTPase

Bacterial cytotoxic necrotizing factor (CNF-1) was used to activate directly Rho GTPase using an independent technique, as opposed to viral vector-based RhoA-V14 expression. Serum starved (18 hours) confluent cultures of HTM cells (passage 6) derived from a 57-year-old donor were treated with CN03 (5 µg/mL for 24 hours), which is a cell permeable recombinant CNF that activates Rho GTPase constitutively through deamidation. After CN03 treatment, cell lysates and conditioned media from HTM cells were examined for changes in CTGF levels.

Perfusion Studies

Freshly obtained enucleated whole globe porcine eyes were perfused at constant pressure with 10 μM NMU (initially dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide [DMSO]) in a Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS)
perfusion medium containing 5.5 mM dextrose at 37°C as described previously. The initial baseline outflow was established at 15 mm Hg for 1 hour. Eyes were paired such that one eye was perfused with 10 μM NMU, while the contralateral eye served as a control and was perfused with perfusion medium containing DMSO (0.1%). The perfusion was carried out for 5 hours and outflow measurements were recorded throughout this time using a PowerLab data acquisition system (ML870/P PowerLab 8/30; AD Instruments, Colorado Springs, CO). Outflow facility was expressed as μl/minutes/mm Hg. The effects of NMU on outflow facility were expressed as percentage change in outflow facility in treated versus untreated paired control eyes from their respective baseline facility values. Values are expressed as mean ± SEM. The paired two-tailed Student’s t-test was used to determine significance.

**Myosin Light Chain (MLC) Phosphorylation**

Changes in MLC phosphorylation were determined by immunoblot analysis using phospho-MLC antibody as we described previously. Densitometry of scanned films was performed using Adobe Photoshop CS3 Software, and expressed as relative intensity compared to the loading control (total myosin light chain).

**cDNA Microarray Analysis**

Human TM cells from 16-year-old donor eyes (passage 4) were cultured to confluence, serum-starved for 48 hours, and treated in duplicate with 50 ng/ml CTGF (prepared in acetate buffer) for 24 hours, with control cells being treated with equal volume of acetate buffer. Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Mini kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, cells were homogenized using the QiShredder column and treated with DNase I to eliminate genomic DNA contamination. Purified RNA was quantitated (A260/280 nm using a Nanodrop 2000 Spectrophotometer; Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE) and subjected to cDNA microarray analysis at the core facility of the Duke Institute of Genomic Sciences and Policy (IGSP, Duke University, Durham, NC). Briefly, RNA quality was assessed using a Nanodrop 2000 Spectrophotometer. Hybridization targets were prepared from total RNA using a MessageAmp Premier RNA Amplification Kit (Applied Biosystems/Ambion, Austin, TX), hybridized to GeneChip Human Genome U133 2.0 (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) arrays and the Nanodrop 8000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). Hybridization Oven 645, washed in Affymetrix GeneChip Fluidics Station 450, and scanned with Affymetrix GeneChip Scanner 7G according to standard Affymetrix GeneChip hybridization, wash, and stain protocols. Raw data were normalized and analyzed using GeneSpring 10 (Silicon Genetics, Wilmington, DE). The genes were filtered by intensity compared to the control channel, and a P value of ≤ 0.05 by the paired Student’s t-test was considered significant. A list of genes that were upregulated or down-regulated significantly in both of the CTGF-treated samples analyzed, relative to both of the control samples, was identified based on the magnitude and significance of change.

**RT-PCR Analysis**

Equal amounts of RNA were reverse transcribed using the Advantage RT-for-PCR kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A negative control lacking reverse transcriptase (RT) also was run. PCR amplification then was performed on the resultant HTM RT-derived first-strand complementary DNA (cDNA) using the primers listed in Table 1. The amplification was done using GeneAmp Amplification System (Applied Bioscience) with a denaturation step at 94°C for 4 minutes, followed by 94°C for 1 minute, 57°C to 60°C for 60 seconds, and 72°C for 30 seconds. The cycle was repeated 25 to 32 times with a final step at 72°C for 7 minutes. The resulting products were separated by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized by staining with ethidium bromide using a FluorescentTransilluminator (Fotodyne Inc., Hartland, WI). GAPDH (forward: 5'-CCG AGC TGA GCA TAG ACA TT-3' and reverse: 5’-TCC ACC ACC CTG TTG CTG TA-3') was run as an internal housekeeping positive control together with a minus RT as a negative control for each experiment. GAPDH also was used to normalize the cDNA content of control and CTGF-treated samples in all the PCR reactions. DNA was extracted as per the instructions from the Qiagen Gel Extraction Kit for sequencing.

**RT Quantitative PCR (Q-PCR)**

Q-PCR was performed as we described previously. Briefly, first strand cDNA pools from the treated and control samples first were normalized relative to the housekeeping gene GAPDH. PCR reactions were done in triplicate using the following protocol: 95°C for 2 minutes followed by 50 cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds, 60°C for 15 seconds, and 72°C for 15 seconds, and a PCR Master mix. The PCR master mix (iQ supermix; Bio-Rad) consisted of 1 to 2 μl template cDNA in 20 μl reaction, 2X PCR master mix, 10 nM fluorescein calibration dye (Bio-Rad), 1 μl of a 1:1500 dilution of 10,000× nucleic acid dye, iQSYBR Green, and 500 nM each of a gene-specific oligonucleotide pair. An extension step was used to measure the increase in fluorescence and melting curves obtained immediately after amplification by increasing temperature in 0.5°C increments from 65°C for 85 cycles of 10 seconds each, analyzed by Cycler software (Bio-Rad). The fold difference in NMU, MMP-1, and STC-1 expression between control and CTGF-treated samples was normalized to GAPDH and calculated by the comparative threshold (Ct) method, as described by the manufacturer (Prism 7700 Sequence Detection System; Applied Biosystem, Inc.).
RESULTS

RhoAV14-Induced Changes in the Expression and Secretion of CTGF in HTM Cells

To explore the cellular mechanisms transducing the effects of actin/myosin-based contractile responses on CTGF expression in TM cells, we evaluated the involvement of Rho GT Pase, a crucial regulator of actomyosin assembly, on the expression and secretion of CTGF. For this, we expressed constitutively active RhoA mutant (RhoAV14/GFP) or GFP alone in HTM cells using recombinant adenoviral vectors. Following viral vector infection (typically 24–48 hours following infection, and based on GFP expression), the HTM cells were serum starved for 24 hours, after which the media and cell lysates were immuno-blotted using CTGF antibody. RhoAV14-expressing TM cells exhibited an increase in CTGF levels compared to GFP-expressing control cells (Fig. 1A). Densitometric analysis (Fig. 1B) revealed that this increase was significant (*P < 0.05).

Conditioned media derived from the RhoAV14-expressing TM cells also showed increased levels of secreted CTGF based on immunoblot analysis (Fig. 1C). The lower panel of Figure 1C shows a representative Coomassie blue-stained image of equal amounts of protein loads from media samples separated on a SDS-PAGE gel. CTGF protein levels also were noted to be significantly higher (by 3.8-fold) in conditioned media derived from RhoAV14-expressing cells compared to the corresponding GFP controls based on ELISA, as shown in Figure 1D (*P < 0.05). The diffuse nature of the CTGF bands detected by immunoblotting reflects the nature of this molecule, which is a secreted and glycosylated protein. As we reported previously,21 HTM cells expressing RhoAV14 exhibit robust induction of actin stress fibers and a notably stiffened/contractile morphology compared to the GFP expressing cells (data not shown).

Influence of Bacterial Toxin-Induced Rho GT Pase Activation on CTGF Expression in HTM Cells

In addition to evaluating the effects of expressing RhoAV14 on CTGF levels in TM cells, we used a cell permeable recombinant bacterial cytotoxin (CN03) to activate directly endogenous Rho GT Pase in HTM cells. CN03 contains the catalytic domain of bacterial cytotoxin necrotizing factor-1, which deamidates residues glutamine-63 and constitutively activates Rho GT Pase.22 Similar to the effects of RhoAV14, CN03-induced activation of Rho GT Pase in HTM cells triggers the appearance of a contractile morphology (not shown) and causes significant (P < 0.05) increase of CTGF levels in the cell lysates (Figs. 2A, 2B; n = 5) and conditioned cell culture media (Figs. 2C, 2D; n = 5), as assessed by immunoblotting. Results for media protein samples were normalized based on the Coomassie blue staining intensities of SDS-PAGE resolved proteins as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2C.

Effects of Inhibition of Rho Kinase on CTGF Expression in TM Cells

To explore further whether Rho-kinase was engaged as a downstream participant in actomyosin integrity-mediated effects on CTGF expression and secretion, confluent cultures of HTM cells were serum-starved for 24 hours followed by treatment with 5 μM Y-27632 (a selective Rho kinase inhibitor) for 4 hours. After 4 hours, treatment with Y-27632 caused cell shape changes in HTM cells that typically are associated with cellular relaxation (cell-cell separation and rounding) and characterized by decreased actin stress fibers (data not shown).23 CTGF expression was assessed in cell lysates and conditioned media derived from these cells, by immunoblot and ELISA, respectively. Figures 3A and 3B show that there is a decrease in CTGF protein levels (n = 4, *P < 0.05) in HTM cell lysates treated with Y-27632, compared to control cells. This effect also was mirrored by CTGF levels based on ELISA in conditioned culture media (Fig. 3C) derived from Y-27632-treated HTM cells (n = 4, *P < 0.05).

Effect of CTGF on Actin Cytoskeleton and ECM Proteins in HTM Cells

To explore the influence of actin cytoskeletal dynamics in CTGF-regulated ECM synthesis, serum-starved (for 48 hours) HTM cells grown on 2% gelatin-coated glass coverslips and plastic Petri dishes, and derived from 18- and 74-year-old donor eyes, were treated with 50 ng/mL CTGF. After 24 hours of treatment, TM cells treated with CTGF exhibited a stiffened and contractile morphology, with notable changes in cell shape compared to the sham (0.5% sodium azide)-treated control cells (Fig. 4A). This change in cell morphology was associated with an increase in actin stress fibers based on FITC-phalloidin staining (Fig. 4B). Additionally, quantitative immunoblot analysis of cells collected by scraping (which results in acquiring ECM components associated with the cell monolayer) confirmed an increase in the levels of fibronectin and laminin in CTGF-treated HTM cells compared to control cells (Figs. 4C–4F). A significant increase in the levels of phosphorylated MLC (*P < 0.05) was evident in the levels of phosphorylated MLC (n = 4) as a regulatory subunit of
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**Figure 1.** Rho GT Pase-induced increase in CTGF protein levels of TM cells. A constitutively active RhoA mutant (RhoAV14) or GFP was overexpressed in HTM cells using recombinant adenovirus. At 24 hours following adenoviral infection, cells were serum starved for another 24 hours. Cell lysates and conditioned media derived from these cells were analyzed by immunoblotting for CTGF (A, C). Compared to the GFP controls, RhoAV14 expressing cells exhibited increased CTGF protein levels in cell lysates and conditioned media. The lower panels in (A) and (C) represent β-tubulin loading controls for the cell lysates, and Coomassie blue stained images of proteins from conditioned media separated by SDS-PAGE to confirm equality of loading, respectively. (B) Densitometric analysis of CTGF protein levels in lysates revealed a significant (*P < 0.05; n = 4) increase in TM cells expressing RhoAV14. (D) Significant increases also were noted in the levels of secreted CTGF protein in conditioned media from the RhoAV14/GFP expressing HTM cells, as measured by ELISA, and relative to the levels in conditioned media obtained from GFP-expressing cells (n = 4, *P < 0.05).
**Figure 2.** CN03-induced CTGF expression in HTM cells. Treatment of HTM cells treated with the Rho GTPase activator CN03, which is a cell permeable bacterial toxin (5 μg/mL for 24 hours under serum free conditions) leads to significant (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01) increases in CTGF protein levels in cell lysates (A, B; n = 5) and conditioned medium (C, D; n = 3). Results are based on immunoblotting analysis with subsequent densitometric scanning. The lower panel in (C) indicates equal protein loading of conditioned media samples based on Coomassie blue staining profiles of SDS-PAGE gels.

**Figure 3.** Effects of Rho Kinase inhibition on CTGF protein levels in HTM cells. Serum starved HTM cells treated for 4 hours with Rho kinase inhibitor Y-27632 (5 μM) revealed decreased levels of CTGF in cell lysates (A) and conditioned media (C), a response that was confirmed to be significant based on densitometric analysis (B) and ELISA quantification (C) as compared to controls (*P < 0.05, n = 4).

**Figure 4.** CTGF-induced changes in actin cytoskeletal organization, MLC phosphorylation, and ECM synthesis in HTM cells. Serum-starved HTM cells were treated with CTGF (50 ng/mL) or acetate buffer (control) for 24 hours and examined for changes in cell morphology, actin stress fibers, pMLC, and ECM proteins (fibronectin and laminin). (A) Phase contrast images revealed notable changes in cell morphology characterized by stiffened and contractile nature following treatment with CTGF after 24 hours compared to 2 hours of treatment and controls. This change in cell morphology was associated with increased actin stress fibers (phalloidin staining) in CTGF-treated TM cells (B). CTGF treatment for 24 hours also led to an increase in the levels of laminin (C, D) and fibronectin (E, F), and in the levels of phosphorylated MLC in HTM cells (G, H). Bars: 10 μm. β-tubulin and total MLC were probed as loading controls for ECM and phospho-MLC, respectively. *Denotes significant changes (*P < 0.05, based on n = 4).
myosin II, also was noted in CTGF-treated cells, based on immunoblot analysis (Figs. 4G, 4H).

**CTGF-Induced Changes in Gene Expression Profile in HTM Cells**

To obtain broader insight regarding how CTGF affects TM cell physiology, we evaluated changes in global gene expression profile in HTM cells treated with CTGF by cDNA microarray analysis using an Affymetrix human gene chip containing over 47,000 gene transcripts. We used duplicate sets of control and CTGF-stimulated HTM cells (derived from passage 4 of cells from a 16-year-old donor). Only genes that showed a consistent and significant trend in both sets are discussed in this report. Microarray data revealed a number of genes that either were upregulated or down-regulated significantly in CTGF treated cells (summarized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively). To our surprise, only a limited number of genes showed consistent and significant differences between control and CTGF treated cells. Some of the upregulated genes include tumor-associated calcium signal transducer 2 (TACSTD2), several of melanoma antigen family genes, NMU, interleukin-6, interleukin-32, C/EBP (delta) transcription factor, tripartite motif-containing 58 and Ras-related GTP binding D and NMU in TM Cells 4957

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Gene Title</th>
<th>Transcript ID</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMU</td>
<td>Neuromedin U</td>
<td>NM_006,681</td>
<td>1.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XAGE1A</td>
<td>X antigen family, member 1A</td>
<td>NM_001,977,591</td>
<td>1.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRAGD</td>
<td>Ras-related GTP binding D</td>
<td>NM_021,244</td>
<td>1.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEIS2</td>
<td>Meis homeobox-2</td>
<td>NM_002,399</td>
<td>1.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEBPD</td>
<td>CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP), delta</td>
<td>NM_005,195</td>
<td>1.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLC7A1</td>
<td>Solute carrier family 7, member 1</td>
<td>NM_003,045</td>
<td>1.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL6</td>
<td>Interleukin-6 (interferon, beta-2)</td>
<td>NM_000,600</td>
<td>1.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIM58</td>
<td>Tripartite motif-containing-58</td>
<td>NM_015,431</td>
<td>1.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.32</td>
<td>Interleukin-32</td>
<td>NM_001,102,631</td>
<td>1.540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID1</td>
<td>Inhibitor of DNA binding-1</td>
<td>NM_002,165</td>
<td>1.533</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

expression was quantified in treated and untreated specimens along with the above described genes to confirm normalization of the test and control single strand cDNA specimens (Fig. 5). Since NMU was one of the few genes upregulated in response to CTGF treatment of HTM cells (Table 2), and there was no known information regarding NMU or its receptors (NMU-R1 and -R2) in TM cells, we evaluated the expression of NMU, NMU-R1, and NMU-R2 in two additional HTM cell strains derived from 18-year-old and 74-year-old donors, using RT-PCR analysis and confirmation of sequence identity of the RT-PCR products (Figs. 6A, 6C). NMU expression was confirmed in more than three independent HTM cell strains (data shown for two independent samples), and also confirmed to be upregulated in both HTM cell libraries derived from CTGF-treated cells, based on semi-quantitative RT-PCR (Fig. 6B). Expression of NMU-R1 also was upregulated in one of the CTGF-treated samples based on a semi-quantitative PCR analysis (Fig. 6D) and Q-PCR analysis (Fig. 6E).

**Effect of Neuromedin U on Actin Cytoskeleton and Phosphorylated MLC in HTM Cells**

NMU is a well-characterized structurally conserved neuropeptide involved in smooth muscle contraction. Since the contractile activity of TM is known to influence aqueous humor outflow, we investigated the effects of NMU on TM cell actin cytoskeletal organization. Serum starved (for 18 hours) porcine TM cells treated with 1 μM porcine NMU-8 peptide for 1 hour exhibited stiffened and contractile morphology with notable change in cell shape compared to...
control cells (Fig. 7A, top panel). This change in cell morphology was associated with a robust increase in actin stress fibers based on phalloidin staining (Fig. 7B). Further, NMU treatment led to a significant increase in the levels of phosphorylated MLC in porcine TM cells as determined by immunoblot analysis (Figs. 7C, 7D). Interestingly, these effects were very similar to those induced by CTGF in TM cells (Fig. 4).

These experiments were performed using PTM cells to obtain a relevant set of data for subsequent work using enucleated porcine eyes for perfusion studies on the effects of porcine NMU-8 on AH outflow facility.

Effects of Perfusion of NMU on Aqueous Outflow Facility in the Enucleated Porcine Eye Perfusion Model

Based on the ability of NMU to induce changes in actin cytoskeletal organization and MLC phosphorylation, we hypothesized that NMU also might influence AH outflow facility. To explore this possibility, we tested the effects of NMU on AH outflow facility in enucleated porcine eyes (Fig. 8). Freshly obtained contralateral porcine eyes perfused under constant pressure (15 mm Hg) with either 10 μM porcine NMU-8 peptide or media alone at 37°C showed a significant decrease in outflow facility with NMU-8 relative to baseline facility after 1 hour (48%, \( P < 0.006, n = 6 \)). However, this change in outflow facility returned back to baseline facility by the second hour of perfusion (Fig. 8). In contrast, the sham-treated eyes showed no significant difference in outflow facility during a 5-hour perfusion period.

DISCUSSION

Homeostasis of aqueous humor drainage is presumed to be influenced partly by mechanobiology of the cells of the conventional outflow pathway. Actomyosin-based contractile force, cell-ECM interactions via focal adhesions and ECM
homeostasis are some of the key components of mechanotransduction and regulate various cellular processes. Since CTGF has an important role in ECM synthesis, in our study we explored whether the expression of CTGF is regulated by Rho GTPase-controlled actomyosin organization in TM cells. Our study demonstrated that the activities of Rho GTPase and Rho kinase regulate CTGF expression in TM cells, possibly via controlling actomyosin–based contraction and the levels of free G-actin. Additionally, the CTGF-induced changes in actomyosin organization and myosin II activity were associated with increased levels of fibronectin and laminin in TM cells. Interestingly, NMU, a neuropeptide whose expression is induced by CTGF in TM cells, showed a transient impact on AH outflow facility plausibly by mimicking the CTGF-induced actomyosin-based contractile properties in TM cells. Collectively, these observations revealed the existence of a close regulatory and functional interaction between Rho/Rho kinase pathway activity, CTGF expression, and cell contractile properties in TM cells, and supported the involvement of such network interactions in the homeostasis of ECM synthesis and AH drainage through the trabecular pathway (Fig. 9).

In previous perfusion studies, several physiologic compounds, including TGF-beta, LPA, S1P, thrombin, and endothelin-1, have been reported to decrease AH outflow facility in different species, with this response being associated with increased Rho GTPase activation, actomyosin-based contraction, focal adhesions, and increased synthesis of ECM proteins in TM cells. Increased cyclic stretch, elevated intraocular pressure, and some of the physiologic compounds mentioned above also have been shown to induce the expression of CTGF, a regulator of ECM production in TM cells and tissue, suggesting a possible regulatory interaction among CTGF, ECM, Rho GTPase signaling, and actomyosin-based contractile force. To seek the mechanistic basis for such a possibility, we studied the role of Rho GTPase and Rho kinase activities on CTGF expression in TM cells in the context of actomyosin-based contractile activity.

**Figure 7.** NMU-induced changes in actin cytoskeletal organization and phospho-MLC in porcine TM cells. Treatment of serum-starved porcine TM cells with 1 μM NMU for 1 hour (A) induced a contractile morphology (recorded using a phase contrast microscope) and (B) led to formation of increased actin stress fibers, as shown by the phalloidin staining (arrow) compared to serum-starved control cells (left panels). (C) NMU-treated porcine TM cells also exhibited increased MLC phosphorylation compared to control cells, as determined by immunoblot analysis. Total MLC was immunoblotted as a loading control. (D) The increase in pMLC levels was significant based on densitometric analysis. *P < 0.05.

**Figure 8.** Effects of NMU perfusion on aqueous outflow facility in enucleated porcine eyes. Freshly enucleated porcine eyes were perfused for 5 hours with either medium containing 10 μM NMU or with medium alone, at a constant pressure of 15 mm Hg. Baseline facility was obtained with perfusion media at 37°C. There was a significant decrease (48%) in outflow facility relative to baseline facility after 1 hour of perfusion (*P < 0.006, n = 6) in eyes perfused with NMU, compared to the sham-perfused eyes. However, the outflow facility in the NMU-perfused eyes reverted back to baseline facility after this point, and was comparable to control baseline facility thereafter for the entire course of the experiment.

**Figure 9.** Schematic representation of potential interaction between the Rho GTPase signaling pathway, CTGF and NMU in regulation of actomyosin-based contractile force.
Human TM cells expressing a constitutively active form of RhoA (RhoAV14 mutant) exhibited induction of actin stress fiber formation, focal adhesions, and MLC phosphorylation, together with an increase in CTGF levels in TM cell lysates and cell-conditioned culture media, revealing a direct influence of RhoA GTPase activity on the regulation of CTGF expression. This observation was also consistent with our earlier report on RhoAV14-induced CTGF expression in TM cells based on cDNA microarray analysis, along with Rho activator CN03-induced CTGF expression demonstrated in this study (Fig. 2). Consistent with the effects of RhoAV14 and CN03 on CTGF expression, inhibition of Rho kinase, which is a critical downstream kinase of RhoA and regulates actomyosin assembly and myosin II-based contractile force in TM cells, led to a decrease in CTGF protein levels in cell lysates and cell-conditioned culture media. Inhibition of Rho kinase was associated with a dramatic decrease in actin stress fibers, focal adhesions and MLC phosphorylation, as we demonstrated previously. Rho GTPase-induced focal adhesions are critical focal points where actin stress fibers interact with integrins, which in turn tether to ECM molecules. These adhesion sites have a crucial role in mechanotransduction by transducing mechanical signals derived from ECM stiffness/rigidity (outside to inside) and inside-out from actomyosin-induced contractile force. Moreover, mechanotransduction regulated by Rho GTPase has been thought to be crucial for CTGF expression in various other cell types.

Having found evidence for the direct role of Rho GTPase and Rho kinase activity in regulating CTGF expression, we also examined whether CTGF induces any effects on actin cytoskeletal organization and contractile activity in TM cells. Recombinant CTGF-stimulated actin stress fiber formation and increased MLC phosphorylation in association with induction of a contractile cell morphology in TM cells, revealing a direct influence on actomyosin organization and contractile activity. TGF-beta, which also induces CTGF and ECM expression, has been reported to activate Rho GTPase activity and actomyosin-based contractile activity in different cell types, including TM cells. These observations suggest that similar to TGF-beta, CTGF, which regulates ECM synthesis, also controls actomyosin-based contractile activity. Importantly, as has been demonstrated in different cell types, CTGF (Fig. 4) and Rho GTPase induce ECM synthesis in TM cells.

Additionally, to understand the broader impact of CTGF in TM cell biology, the cDNA microarray analysis of HTM cells treated with recombinant CTGF (for 24 hours) revealed increased expression of certain selected genes. Among the upregulated genes, II-6, II-32, and transcriptional regulator-C/EBP (delta) were the only ones related directly to the expression of ECM proteins. Intriguingly, many of the genes involved either in ECM synthesis or inflammation, including hyaluronan synthase-2, TXG-G (TNF-alpha-induced protein-6), BMP2, II-13, PTX3, MMP-1, IL-8, endocan, HMGA2, and angiopoietin-like-4 genes, were down-regulated by CTGF in TM cells. However, we did not determine the immediate effects of CTGF treatment on the expression profile of these genes. It appears that chronic exposure (24 hours) to CTGF triggers some negative feedback response on the expression of certain ECM regulatory genes, indicating the significance of CTGF in homeostasis of ECM synthesis. Consistent to our observation on the increased levels of fibronectin and laminin by CTGF, Jungla et al. also reported increased levels of various ECM proteins in TM cells with different doses of recombinant CTGF. Significantly, recent publication has demonstrated that Rho kinase inhibitors reduce CTGF-induced intraocular pressure and ECM protein expression in TM cells, further supporting the functional interaction between the Rho/Rho kinase pathway and CTGF.

Interestingly, NMU, a structurally conserved neuropeptide involved in smooth muscle contraction, blood pressure, and blood flow was upregulated by CTGF stimulation of TM cells. This neuropeptide exists in one of 2 forms: a 23 to 25 amino acid peptide or an alternate form that is shorter by 15/17 amino acid residues. NMU mediates its effects through two G-protein coupled receptors (NMU-R1 and NMU-R2). NMU-R1 is known to be distributed in different tissues, whereas NMU-R2 was thought to be expressed predominantly in brain tissue. HTM cells derived from several donor eyes revealed expression of NMU and its receptors. CTGF appears to induce expression of NMU-R1 in TM cells in addition to NMU. NMU has been shown to regulate calcium and phosphoinositide signaling, and generate arachidonic acid by coupling to Gag/11 and GzG G-proteins. Interestingly, porcine NMU-8 peptide was found to induce actin stress fibers and MLC phosphorylation in TM cells, with the effects being more robust than those of CTGF. Further, consistent with earlier observations documented for agents that activate TM contraction (LPA, SIP, TGF-beta, and endothelin-1), perfusion of porcine eyes with NMU decreased AH outflow facility. However, unlike LPA, SIP, and TGF-beta, NMU induced transient changes in aqueous humor outflow facility that reverted back to normal within a short time, indicating its rapid influence on the homeostatic regulatory mechanisms to control the changes in AH outflow facility. Similar to NMU, CTGF also induces actin stress fibers and MLC phosphorylation in TM cells (Fig. 4), and has been reported to increase IOP. These similarities suggested that NMU partly mimics the CTGF response on AH outflow by regulating the actomyosin organization and contractile properties of TM cells. The possible influence of NMU on ECM proteins and MMPs is not known and yet to be determined in future studies. NMU-R1 and R2 also are targets for neuromedin-S (NMS), which exhibits some structural and functional similarity to NMU.

In conclusion, our study provided a novel insight into existence of a critical regulatory interaction among Rho/Rho kinase-regulated contractile activity, expression of CTGF and NMU, and ECM synthesis in TM cells, and the possible significance of such interaction in homeostasis of AH humor outflow and IOP.
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